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by Debby Forshey-Choma
Royal Brushes available through www.RoyalBrush.com
#3080 - 1 Oval Wash Combo
#4150 – 0 Majestic shader
#4200A – 0 mini Majestic angular shader
#4200L – 20/0 mini Majestic liner
DecoArt Americana Acrylics
Avocado 052
Bubblegum Pink 250
Burnt Sienna 63
Burnt Umber 64
Citron Green 235
Deep Midnight Blue 166
DecoArt Sealers/Finishes
DuraClear Matte Varnish DS60

#4200T – 2/0, 2 mini Majestic filbert
#4585 – 0 Majestic liner
#4700 – ½ Majestic glaze wash

Dioxazine Purple 101
Driftwood 171
Evergreen 82
Grey Sky 111
Hauser Light Green 131
Hauser Medium Green 132

Heritage Brick 219
Red Violet 140
Royal Fuchsia 151
Silver Sage Green 149
Snow White 01
Williamsburg Blue 40

Multi-Purpose Sealer DS17

Surface Source
**design can be adapted to many surface shapes
Prep
1. Properly prep surface of choice. Transfer designs to surface.
Sage (salvia officinalis)
Sage comes from the Latin word 'salvere', which means "salvation". This was a sacred herb to the Romans, who believed that sage
extended life to the point of immortality.
Stems
1. Double load the 0 liner with Burnt Sienna and Leaf Green, pull the stems.
Sage Blossoms
2. Undercoat each blossom petal with Grey Sky; using the 2 filbert.
Double load the filbert with Red Violet and Dioxazine Purple, pull colors over each blossom.
When dry, corner load the angle with Snow White, float a highlight along the top of each blossom edge.
Blossom Calyxes
3. With the 0 shader and Grey Sky, undercoat each blossom calyx.
When dry, walk over each calyx with one coat of Heritage Brick.
Leaves
4. Basecoat the leaves Hauser Light Green; using the 2 filbert.
When dry, apply a second coat.
Now corner load the angle with Evergreen, float shading across the bottom of each leaf.
With the 20/0 liner and Hauser Light Green, pull a vein in each leaf.
Lettering
5. With the 0 liner and Grey Sky, pull the letters for ‘Sage’.
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Chives (allium schoenoprasum)
An oniony - tasting herb which is indispensable for flavoring and garnishing and best used fresh from the garden. Chives
are a clump forming, hardy perennial with hollow cylindrical leaves and rounded clusters of pale purple flowers in the summer.
It has been used as an antibiotic, to cleanse blood and reduce blood pressure. Also taken as a protection against the common cold.
Planting chives around roses may help prevent blackspot and enhance the roses' scent. Or planting under peach trees to control leaf
curl.
Leaves and Stems
1. Double load the 0 liner with Hauser Medium Green and Citron Green, pull the bottom one-third length of the leaves and stems.
Now double load the 0 liner with Avocado and Hauser Light Green. pull the top two-thirds length of the leaves and stems.
Chive Blossoms
2. Double load the 0 liner with Bubblegum Pink, pull the strokes to create the blossoms.
Then load the 0 liner with Royal Fuchsia, pull just a few strokes within each blossom.
Lettering
3. With the 0 liner and Grey Sky, pull the letters for ‘Chives’.
Rosemary (rosmarinus officialis) "due of the sea"
Holds a special place in the affections of many as the essence of a summer herb garden. With a reputation for strengthening the
memory, it became the emblem of fidelity for lovers.
The Spanish revere rosemary as the bush that sheltered the Virgin Mary on her flight to Egypt. As she spread her cloak over the herb,
the white flowers turned blue.
Herb is used to cure ailments of the nervous system, relieve or prevent spasms, aids digestion, soothes a cough, eliminates bad breath
and strengthens the eyes.
Stems
1. Double load the 0 liner with Driftwood and Burnt Umber, pull the stems.
Rosemary Blossoms
2. With the 2 filbert and Williamsburg Blue, pull the blossoms.
Allow to dry, then apply a second coat.
Now corner load the angle with Deep Midnight Blue, float shading at the bottom of each blossom.
Then corner load with Snow White, float a highlight along the top edge of each.
Leaves
3. With the 2/0 filbert and Avocado, pull the leaves.
Allow to dry, then apply a second coat.
Now corner load the angle with Silver Pine, float a highlight across the top edge of each leaf.
Load the 20/0 liner with Evergreen, pull the veins in the leaves.
Lettering
4. With the 0 liner and Grey Sky, pull the letters for ‘Rosemary’.
Finishing
5. To protect your painted piece, varnish the entire surface with the DuraClear Matte; using the Oval Wash Combo brush.
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For questions regarding this design, you can contact Debby at debbyforshey@gmail.com or visit her web site www.debbystouch.com
or on Facebook.
Copyright 2019, Debby Forshey-Choma. All rights reserved under Pan American and international copyright conventions. Photocopying or any
type of mechanical electronic reproduction of any part of this pattern packet or the designs herein are prohibited, except purchaser may mechanically
electronically enlarge or reduce patterns for their personal use. If this pattern packet is purchased as an e-Pattern or CD, you may not re-sell the
pdf file, nor make copies of the pdf files for re-sale or to give away. The projects created from the patterns in this pattern packet may be personally
painted by purchaser for fun or for sale (i.e., at local craft shows, on internet auctions such as eBay, and on their own websites or photo sites),
although if shown on the internet I do ask that you please give me credit for the design in your description. The designs cannot be used to create
web graphics. The product created from or any derivative product made from the designs in this pattern packet cannot be mass produced in any
form without a licensing agreement from Debby Forshey-Choma.
Note to Teachers/Shop Owners…You may not teach this design or your adaptation of it unless a pattern is purchased for each student. I will be
happy to sell patterns (print or digital) for each student at a wholesale discount so they can be included with the class supplies at a nominal cost.
Disclaimer: The information in this pattern packet is presented to you in good faith. Since the author/designer has no control over the physical
conditions surrounding the application of information presented, I cannot guarantee results, nor will I be liable for any charges against the user for
claims of copyright or patent infringement. Please note that with printing differences it is difficult to match the images in this pattern packet to the
original pieces, although every effort has been made to do so. Therefore, your finished project may look a little different in color than the images in
this pattern packet. The colors used in the project instructions are the ones used by me to paint the finished projects. Also with all E-Packets there is
no way to guarantee the color, as all monitors and printers are different. For best results, use a high-grade paper or photo paper.
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